
Shark Protocol 
 
The pilot has the ultimate responsibility regarding all aspects of safety during a cross Cape 
Cod Bay swim. If a shark is sighted, the pilot’s decision regarding the safest course of action 
supersedes all others on the boat. 
 
During the swim, the swimmer shall remain between the escort power boat and the escort 
kayak. If an escort kayak is not used, then the swimmer is to remain next to the escort boat 
and within 20-30 feet of the side of the boat. The presence of the power boat should be 
enough to keep sharks away. 
 
The pilot and crew are responsible for the swimmer’s safety and should diligently look for 
marine life during the entirety of the swim. 
 
The pilot should keep up-to-date information on recent sightings of sharks in the bay and 
make note of any shark sightings made in the bay by other mariners during the swim. 
 
If the pilot hears of a sighting somewhere in the bay, he does not need to take action. 
However, if someone on the escort boat or kayak spots a shark, that sighting should be 
confirmed by a second person. If a shark is sighted, note the direction in which it’s headed 
and visually track the shark if possible. (If possible, try to identify the species of shark, as this 
information can be very useful to local mariners, environmental groups, and other bay 
users.)   
 
If the shark approaches the group (escort boat, swimmer, or kayak) and gets within 50 
yards of any of these parties, the swimmer should be removed from the water. 
 
If a shark is sighted, but does not approach within 50 yards of the group, then it’s up to the 
pilot, crew, and swimmer to decide whether or not to continue the swim. 
 
Once the swimmer leaves the water the swim is over and he or she cannot reenter the water 
once the shark has swum away. 
 

Shark Repellent Methods 
 
Shark Shields 
Shark shields are allowed and required during a Cape Cod Bay crossing attempt. Two fully 
charge shark shields will be supplied by MOWSA. The official MOWSA observer will be 
responsible for the delivery of the devices to and from the swim. 
 
The devices are to be mounted on the escort kayak with the “whip” probe immersed in the 
water. If an escort kayak is not present during the swim, then the devices should be hung 
from the side of the escort power boat so that the probe is immersed in the water. 
 
Because the shark shields have limited battery life, they should be used consecutively (one 
after the other). The first shield should be mounted and turned on at the start of the swim.  
The shield should be swapped out for the second one when the battery gets low (~7 hours in 
cold water). Please refer to the shark shield manual for proper use and light indecators. 
Don’t use both shields at once; it doesn’t improve safety and will leave most swimmers 
without coverage when the batteries run down. 
 
Once the device is turned on, don’t touch the “whip” probe. If you do touch the probe while 
the device is on, you may receive and unpleasant, but mild shock. Keep clear of the 
problem.  



 
Shark Bandz 
Swimmers can wear these devices like they would a wristwatch. They are permitted 
equipment during a MOWSA-sanctioned swim, but they haven’t been proven effective. That 
said, if wearing one puts your mind at ease, there’s no harm in wearing it during your swim.  
 
Body paint/marking 
Research has indicated that sharks react to the interplay of light and shadow in the water, 
leading some researchers to theorize that breaking up the lighter mass of the body with dark 
and light stripes can help a swimmer “hide” in the water. If you think that will help, you are 
welcome to use colored zinc oxide to paint stripes on your body; doing such will not violate 
the rules of a MOWSA-sanctioned swim.  
 
Physical deterrent 
No intentional harm is to be inflicted upon a shark, unless the swimmer is in immediate 
danger or actively being attacked by a shark. No intentional contact is to be made with a 
shark and if such occurs, the swim will be nullified by the observer.  
 
 
 
 
 


